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“Coffee drinking is ingrained among Brits, with usage onpar with the quintessentially British tea. However, a
plateauing in pod machine ownership has put the brakes
on coffee pods’ growth and slowed the overall volume
performance.”
– Anita Winther, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Green credentials of packaging warrant attention also in the coffee category
Cold brewing can open new usage occasions for coffee
Reusable pods could polish green credentials of pod machines

While the retail coffee market has enjoyed volume growth of 5% over 2013-17, performance across the
segments has varied. Coffee pods were the main driver of growth over 2013-14; however, pod
machine ownership has now plateaued, putting a dampener on volume growth. Meanwhile, ground
coffee and coffee beans have seen volume sales grow on the back of Brits’ connoisseur interest in
coffee. Against this backdrop, instant coffee saw sales chipped away over 2013-17 as consumers
switched to the other two segments. This trading up, combined with rising inflation, has seen value
sales grow ahead of volumes.
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There remains notable interest in owning coffee pod machines among current non-owners; however,
unlocking this potential is proving challenging with prices of both the machines and the pods a barrier,
while the current spotlight on packaging waste is also not working in their favour. Meanwhile, interest
in cold brewing coffee at home could open up new usage occasions for ground coffee.
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Change Please gains listings in Sainsbury’s
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Figure 25: Indulgent launches in the UK coffee market, 2017
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Figure 27: Total above-the-line, online display, and direct mail advertising expenditure on coffee, by top four advertisers, 2014-18
The morning remains at the centre of Nescafé Original campaigns
Flavour and expertise at the centre of L’OR and Taylors campaigns
JDE shifts spend to ‘gold standard’ L’OR
Kenco plays up its expertise with the ‘Cofficionado’
Patrick Stewart narrates Taylors of Harrogate’s journey into flavour
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Figure 31: Brand personality – macro image, June 2018
Taylors of Harrogate and Lavazza lead on connoisseur
Figure 32: Brand personality – micro image, June 2018
Brand analysis
Taylors of Harrogate has the strongest premium image
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Figure 33: User profile of Taylors of Harrogate, June 2018
Nescafé’s lead is rooted in a strong positive image
Figure 34: User profile of Nescafé, June 2018
Low usage limits strength of views on Nespresso
Figure 35: User profile of Nespresso, June 2018
Kenco is seen as the most ethical brand
Figure 36: User profile of Kenco, June 2018
Lavazza is seen most widely as sophisticated, stylish, and authentic
Figure 37: User profile of Lavazza, June 2018
Tassimo is seen as the most innovative, fun brand
Figure 38: User profile of Tassimo, June 2018
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Affluent consumers are most likely to use ground coffee and beans
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One in five drink decaf coffee
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Most people drink their coffee with additions
Figure 42: Coffee additions, June 2018
Milk/cream is the most common coffee addition
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Opportunities for less bitter coffees to highlight their credentials

Coffee Behaviours
Packaging waste draws attention also in the coffee category
The wider environmental impact of packaging warrants discussion
Figure 45: Refill instant coffee products highlighting green packaging credentials, 2017-18
UK plastic collection system poses a challenge to recycling
Compostable packaging explored internationally
Figure 46: Examples of US coffee products with compostable packaging, 2018
Figure 47: Behaviours relating to coffee, June 2018
Interest in home-brewing cold brew opens new occasions for ground coffee
US offers inspiration for cold brew focused NPD
Figure 48: Launches of cold brew coffee products in the US market, 2017-18

Attitudes towards Coffee
More guidance is needed on caffeine
Figure 49: Attitudes towards coffee, June 2018
Coffee pods’ green credentials spark widespread concern
Reusable coffee pods garner interest
Figure 50: Bluecup refillable Nespresso-compatible capsules, 2018

Qualities Associated with Chilled RTD Coffee
Low usage dilutes perceptions of RTD coffee
Figure 51: Qualities associated with chilled ready-to-drink coffee, June 2018
Positive associations are strongest, but not overarching
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